
vulging names of patients undergoing minor
surgery.
The chief medical officer was sympathetic

to these worries, Dr Wilson said, but he had
not yet responded. Sir Donald had pointed
out that some existing claim forms were
written in such a way that confidentiality
could be breached and the negotiators had
told him that they would welcome a reform of
these documents.

Request for help to fund judicial review
The committee decided to refer to the

GMSC Defence Fund trustees a request for
financial help from Dr John Cormack and
his colleagues, who are seeking leave for a
judicial review of the government's decision
to impose the new contract (27 January,
p 216). When the directors have collected
more details of the case they will report back
to the GMSC on 15 March.

Although sympathetic to Dr Cormack's
case, committee members were aware of the
dangers of signing a blank cheque. If the
committee decided to underwrite the case, as
opposed to making a donation, then it would
expect to take over the case. The GMSC has
already decided on legal advice not to seek a
judicial review, but the chairman pointed out
that if a review was successful the secretary of

state would appeal and the costs could be
enormous. Dr Wilson told the GMSC that he
had given Dr Cormack all the help he had
asked for and put him in touch with the
committee's solicitors.

Legal advice on implications
of industrial action
The GMSC's solicitors had been asked to
give advice about the legal implications of
industrial action for the committee, the BMA,
and individual doctors. Some of the main
points from the document are published
here.

* A' notice of variation under which general
practitioners would work under the existing
terms and conditions of service would be a
breach of contract and the doctor would no
longer be on the medical list
* Persistent breaches of the terms of service
or an isolated serious breach could result in a
tribunal directing the removal of a doctor's
name from the medical list
* Under the 1913 Trade Union Act the
BMA's funds may not be used for stated
political objects unless the objects have been
approved by a ballot of members

* Individual doctors or groups of doctors
are free to act as they wish but must ensure
that the BMA's name does not become
attached to their political activities
* Although the GMSC would not be obliged
under the 1984 Trade Union Act to seek the
permission of the BMA council to ballot
general practitioners on any proposal to take
industrial action it would be wise to do so and
conduct a statutory ballot in the event of it
being claimed that general practitioners had
contracts ofemployment
* If the BMA recommended a breach of
contract it would be protected by trade union
legislation-the 1974 Trade Union and
Labour Relations Act-but individuals to
whom the action was recommended would be
exposed to risk and it would be up to each
doctor to decide how far he or she wanted to
be involved in a breach of contract recom-
mended by others
* It would be permissible for the GMSC to
write to members inquiring whether they
would be prepared to resign from their
respective medical lists. This would not be
construed as interfering with the perform-
ance of another's contract.

1 Beecham L. Anger at inadequate consultation time. Br Med J
1989;299:861.

CCSC andpay award

Consultants tell minister
of anger over pay award
interference
On two occasions the BMA has asked Mr
Kenneth Clarke to explain the government's
clear and compelling reasons for again reject-
ing the review body's recommendations
for additional increases at the top of the
consultant scale and in the value ofA+ merit
awards. The Secretary of State for Health
was asked for an explanation when repre-
sentatives of the profession met him on
1 February and now the chairman of the
Central Consultants and Specialists Com-
mittee, Mr A P J Ross, has pressed him to
justify the action as "consultants are deeply
angered by the government's action."

According to a letter which Mr Clarke
wrote to Mr Ross on 12 February, the govern-
ment's view was that it was preferable to
concentrate NHS resources on manpower
solutions and particularly on expanding the
number of consultant opportunities rather
than on pay. That was why it had started a
three year programme to create a further
100 permanent consultant posts.
On the decision to reject the recommenda-

tion about the value of the A+ distinction
award Mr Clarke said that it seemed unlikely
"that the attractiveness of hospital medicine
-or the morale of those working in it-
would be greatly influenced by an increase
in the rewards available to some 200 dis-
tinguished clinicians out of more 18 000 who
are eligible for distinction awards."

In his response to this letter on 15 February

Mr A P J Ross has told the secretary of state of
consultants' anger

the CCSC chairman said that the secretary of
state had concentrated on the career prospects
of junior doctors but had given no reason
for rejecting the review body's other two
arguments -namely, the consultants' contri-
bution to the increase in clinical activity
and the earnings position of consultants
compared with other professional groups.
Mr Ross reiterated the arguments that the
review body had propounded in its 1989
report:
We are also aware of the cumulative increase in
hospital activity in the hospital sector throughout
the 1980s, and the contribution which consultants,
amongst others, must have made to this. We note,

moreover, that in recent years the more senior
consultants have experienced a significant decline
in relative earnings compared with those in
analogous occupations who have benefited more
substantially from the increased wealth of the
country. . We do not believe that fixed
comparisons are appropriate, but the earnings of
those in analogous occupations cannot be ignored.

For all these reasons we conclude that those in
the most senior grade in the hospital sector should
receive additional rewards. We recommend that
£1000 is added to the top of the consultant scale, in
addition to the general increase which we are
recommending.

Evidence wanted on clinical
directorates
The CCSC's working party on clinical
directorates, which is chaired by Mr J R A
Chawner, has started to draw up guidelines.
The working party would like to examine as
many systems as possible and would welcome
evidence from consultants. Details of where
directorates have failed or are unpopular will
be as useful as success stories.

Correction
Survey shows consultants oppose NHS trusts
In the report of the debate in the Central Consultants
and Specialists Committee on the survey of possible
self governing hospitals (10 February, p 403) Dr K A
O'Keeffe reported that one hospital in the South West
Thames Regional Health Authority had set up clinical
directorates, which were producing a financial plan for
self government. He was not referring to his own
hospital, Graylingwell Hospital, Chichester.
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